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Lesson Plan

WEEKS OF: February 25th and March 4th
THEME: FEELINGS

CLASS: 4’s
TEACHERS: Ms. Beverly & Ms Elizabeth

BLOCKS
Can you build a castle?
Talk about the different textures of
different blocks
.

ART
We will draw our many faces happy,
sad, angry, silly surprised and etc.
Free art exploration
We will make a class feeling poster
We will use colors to express our
feelings
SAND & WATER
Let’s get silly with goop.

JUDAICA

DRAMATIC PLAY
Let’s make a card shop with a
variety of writing tools.
What kind of card do you need,
happy birthday, cheer cards and
love cards

LIBRARY
Happy Days
How Are You Peeling
Glad Monster, Sad Monster
Wemberly Worried
The Pout, Pout Fish
Bear is Afraid
Hey, Little Ant
MUSIC & MOVEMENT

MANIPULATIVES & MATH
Charting our feelings
How many smiling faces can you
count?
Feelings pattern
Match the faces game

CLASS INFORMATION
It is hard to believe we are at the end of
February. We are busy preparing for
graduation. We had a wonderful
celebration for the 100th day and the fun
continues.

DISCOVERY/SCIENCE
A sense of touch with the feeling
box.

FINE MOTOR/MANIPULATIVES

GROUP TIME/LANGUAGE
DEVELOPMENT
What are feelings?
Generate a list of feelings
Dictations and pictures representing
our feelings
Letter “Rr” study, shape and sound

Hopping on 1 foot
Silly dance contest
Spin, Spin Again
If You”re Happy and You Know It
Fifty Nifty Unites States
Music with Ms. Patty

We will be using a variety of writing tools
as we continue to strengthen our fingers
and hands.
Writing the letter “Rr”
Putting magnetic letters together to make
3 letter words

GROSS MOTOR/OUTDOORS
Run, jump and climb
Swinging a friend
We will create an atmosphere of
teamwork as we work and play
together on the playground.

GOALS:
Over the course of the next 2 weeks we are going to talk about our feelings.
This is a unit that will offer the children the chance to explore all sorts of
feelings by talking about for example what makes them happy, angry,
scared, or confused. We will provide many chances to identify and express
our feelings through songs, art and word.

